Welcome Olivia and her
family to the Seahorse
room. We can’t wait to
spend more time getting to
know her and her family

Just as reminder we would like to ask
all our families to bring in a family
photo that we can incorporate into
the center.

Colour Sensory Bottle
Spencer, Olivia, Nathaniel, Keaston, Yoonu and Hanson took turns
creating small coloured sensory bottles this morning. Miss Briohny
asked the children what colour they would like to use and passes the
children one of the small bottles. Using their recognition skills they
were able to identify the colours they were working with. This activity required the children to used their fine motor skills to grasp the
pom poms, sequins, beads or pipe cleaners between their fingers before dropping them into one of the bottles. The children also explored
the texture of the different materials from the soft pom poms to the
smooth beads and the bumpy texture of the different sequins. Keaston and Hanson worked together to fill one of the bottle with all the
blue materials. Once finished we lined the bottles up on the table
and names the colours one by one. We will put the bottles on the
shelf for the children to explore through out the day.
Written by Miss Briohny

Dancing
We put on some dance music for the children this morning and Miss
Briohny brought in some of the coloured streamers. Listening to the
different music Keaston, Spencer, Hanson, Nathaniel and Yoonu
showed off their dance moves. What groovers. The children also took
turns using the streamers to dance with. Miss Jade joined in dancing
with Olivia. The children enjoyed dancing to ‘Can’t Stop the Feeling’
the most, jumping around. After the children were finished dancing
we sat together at the table ready for some lunch. During and while
waiting for lunch we continued to listen to music to create a relaxing atmosphere.
While dancing the children used their gross motor skills to move
their bodies around the mat, they also worked on improving their
balance while also using their hand-eye coordination as they danced
with the streamers.
Written by Miss Briohny

Reading
This morning I watched on as Yoono
was intrigued in the book corner over
the past week he has found an

Bee and Lady Bug bikes.
Today the boys had fun on the ride on bee and
Lady bugs bikes. This has been a particularly

favourite toy to have in our room.
We have been learning to take turns and share
with our friends.
It is so lovely to see the children’s interaction’s
they have with one another.
Yoono liked to go fast on the ride on bee while
Nate was playing catch ups with Spencer and
Hanson.
Written by Miss Jade

Interest in the pop up books and the
books where you have to find the
hidden object.
I love how our children are so
engaged with our book corner and
how relaxed they are when they find
the opportunity to do so.
Written by Miss Jade

Learning outcomes Achieved: LO1, 1.1, 1.3,
1.3, LO2, 2.3, LO3, 3.1, 3.2, LO4, 4.1, 4.3, LO5,
5.1, 5.2.
Over the next two weeks we focus on
learning our colours through a variety of
experiences. For example:
•

Colour bear sorting

•

Coloured painting

•

Coloured Lego match

•

Coloured sensory blocks

•

Coloured bunny tail match

•

Coloured sensory bins

•

Brown Bear song

•

Pom pom colour sort

•

Colour paddle pop match

•

Colour wheel and pegs.

The children spent the morning creating
the sensory bottles before participating in
dancing before morning tea. We changed
dancing to today instead of tomorrow due
to some of the children being unsettled, we
will sing colour songs tomorrow instead.
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Rest Pause

Day

Wednesday

Lunch

Morning tea

Lunch

JADE

9.30-6.00

Date
CHILD'S NAME

BRIOHNY

9.00-5.00

10 mins

10 mins

12.30-1.30

Afternoon Tea

12.00-12.30
Rest Time

HANSON

YES

ALL

ALL

11.55-1.10

KEASTON

YES

ALL

OFFERED

11.55-2.00

SPENCER

YES

ALL

MOST

11.55-1.40

MARWIN

YES

ALL

ALL

RESTED

NATHANIEL

YES

ALL

OFFERED

11.50-2.00

OLIVIA

YES

HOME

HOME

HOME

XIN YAN

AWAY

MIKAYLA

AWAY

YOONU

YES

ALL

ALL

11.40-12.30

UV Rating

Sun protection recommended from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm

Morning Tea

FRUIT PLATTER

Lunch

Afternoon tea

FISH FINGERS AND CAULIFLOWER BAKE
STREWED APPLE AND CUSTARD

10 mins

NOTES

ALL MILK

